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Party System in India 1911 india s party system has been under flux
transformation and reconfiguration since the end of the 1980s by the time the
sun set on the twentieth century the party system in india had developed a
plurality of national and regional levels and following several experiences
in fits and starts coalition making among the parties too stabilized at the
national level the dawn of twenty first century thus witnessed a federalized
party system in place where coalition making and cohabitation amongst the
parties stabilized at both national and regional levels as a result since
1999 india has had two completing governments completing their full term at
the national level the third upa ii has completed four years and despite
hiccups is likely to complete its full term till mid 2013 however the party
system in the country has turned competitive and several trajectories of
alternation are being attempted by parties and leaders making the emerging
political situation fluid the volume attempts to capture the emerging
trajectories of the party system in india in the second decade of the twenty
first century with seventeen essays written specially for this volume by
scholars who met several times to discuss and formulate questions and
critique each other s drafts overall the volume provides an incisive and
comprehensive analysis of the far reaching changes that india s political
parties and party system are undergoing it looks into the institutional
dimensions processes and agenda federal manifestations transitions including
generational change and extraneous influences brought in by globalization
indian diaspora and the impact of new media technology constituting an
important contribution to the on going debate on the indian party system this
volume will attract the attention of students of indian politics political
science democracy party systems and comparative politics
The Party System 2009-01-10 pradeep chhibber and ken kollman rely on
historical data spanning back to the eighteenth century from canada great
britain india and the united states to revise our understanding of why a
country s party system consists of national or regional parties they
demonstrate that the party systems in these four countries have been shaped
by the authority granted to different levels of government departing from the
conventional focus on social divisions or electoral rules in determining
whether a party system will consist of national or regional parties they
argue instead that national party systems emerge when economic and political
power resides with the national government regional parties thrive when
authority in a nation state rests with provincial or state governments the
success of political parties therefore depends on which level of government
voters credit for policy outcomes national political parties win votes during
periods when political and economic authority rests with the national
government and lose votes to regional and provincial parties when political
or economic authority gravitates to lower levels of government this is the
first book to establish a link between federalism and the formation of
national or regional party systems in a comparative context it places
contemporary party politics in the four examined countries in historical and
comparative perspectives and provides a compelling account of long term
changes in these countries for example the authors discover a surprising
level of voting for minor parties in the united states before the 1930s this
calls into question the widespread notion that the united states has always
had a two party system in fact only recently has the two party system become
predominant
The Formation of National Party Systems 1999 this book analyses the changing
pressures and demands placed on the party systems in eleven countries of
western europe since 1945 it includes studies of the party system in the big
four western european countries britain france italy and germany as well as
the systems in spain portugal ireland sweden austria belgium and the
netherlands five major themes are examined in each chapter the broad
development of the party system including a discussion of how different party
system typologies have been applied in each country a detailed discussion of
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the historical background to party system development the most important
contextual variables in terms of the electoral environment within which the
party system operates the degree of unfreezing of the party system since 1945
and the changing balance between stability and change and finally major
questions of change and adaptation which bring the chapters up to the present
the book is important for its identification of broad trends within the
mature western european party systems the analyses are up to date and
empirical emphasizing the further defreezing in the party systems that has
occurred in the 1990s
Changing Party Systems in Western Europe 1997 mair examines how we interpret
the evidence of change and stability in modern parties and party systems
focusing on processes of political adaptation and control he also looks at
how parties generate or freeze their own momentum
Party System Change 1967 the closely contested presidential election of 2000
which many analysts felt was decided by voters for the green party cast a
spotlight on a structural contradiction of american politics critics charged
that green party voters inadvertently contributed to the election of a
conservative republican president because they chose to vote their conscience
rather than choose between two evils but why this choice of two is the two
party system of democrats and republicans an immutable and indispensable
aspect of our democracy lisa disch maintains that it is not there is no
constitutional warrant for two parties and winner take all elections need not
set third parties up to fail she argues that the two party system as we know
it dates only to the twentieth century and that it thwarts democracy by
wasting the votes and silencing the voices of dissenters the tyranny of the
two party system reexamines a once popular nineteenth century strategy called
fusion in which a dominant party candidate ran on the ballots of both the
established party and a third party in the nineteenth century fusion made
possible something that many citizens wish were possible today to register a
protest vote that counts and that will not throw the election to the
establishment candidate they least prefer the book concludes by analyzing the
2000 presidential election as an object lesson in the tyranny of the two
party system and with suggestions for voting experiments to stimulate
participation and make american democracy responsive to a broader range of
citizens
Party Systems and Voter Alignments: Cross-national Perspectives 2002-05-07
first published in 1988 parties and party systems in liberal democracies
considers the extent and ways in which western european and north american
parties and party systems changed in the 1970s and 1980s after decades of
relative stability it examines changes in the nature and organisation of
parties and relates this to changes in electoral behaviour and to wider
social and economic change it concentrates on political parties as actors and
the ways in which they maintain themselves and respond to the moves and
gambits of both established and newer parties and to the increasingly
numerous and vociferous single interest pressure groups one important
argument put forward is that many social and economic changes have had a
minimal impact because established parties have been able to adapt by
redefining issues in their favour and have also been able to rely on residual
support and access to patronage this engaging volume will have strong appeal
for courses in political science government political behaviour and history
The Tyranny of the Two-Party System 1964 a systematic effort to illuminate
the problems of american political party development and action
The Two-party System in the United States 2023-08-31 this study first
published in 1981 focuses on a single region of italy tuscany and examines
the internal and external relationships of the parties their evolution and
their roles in the years 1975 1980 looking in depth and detail at the
activity of the parties in tuscany the book identifies and examines different
factors of change and continuity and comes to the conclusion that there has
been significant movement in the political positions and strengths of the
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respective parties as well as in their strategic courses and inter
relationships this volume has a particular importance due to the questioning
of many previously held assumptions of the country s party system in the
light of political and socio economic change during the 1970 s this title
will be of interest to students of european politics
Parties and Party Systems in Liberal Democracies 1975 this volume fills the
need for a comprehensive up to date portrait of parties and party systems in
latin america it includes chapters on all the large and medium sized
countries as well as those smaller countries with older democratic
traiditions argentina boliva brazil chile columbia costa rica ecuador mexico
paraguay peru uruguay and venezuaela the book is framed by an introduction
that provides a theoretical and comparative conceptual map for charting latin
american party systems and a conclusion that looks ahead to the challenges
and trends for party building in the 1990 s the twelve country case studies
address five analytical themes the origins of party competition the relative
strength of parties as actors within the larger political system the
relationship between major parties and the state the importance of different
electoral regimes for shaping broader patterns of party competition and the
basic nature of the party system in each country
The American Party Systems 2016-01-29 new parties in old party systems
addresses a pertinent yet neglected issue in comparative party research why
are some new parties that enter national parliament able to defend a niche on
the national level while other fail to do so unlike most existing studies
which strongly focus on electoral short term success or particular party
families this book examines the conditions for the organizational persistence
and electoral sustainability of the 140 organizationally new parties that
entered their national parliaments in seventeen democracies from 1968 to 2011
the book presents a new theoretical perspective on party institutionalization
which considers the role of both structural and agential factors driving
party evolution it thereby fills some important lacunae in current cross
national research first it theorizes the interplay between structural pre
conditions for party building and the choices of party founders and leaders
whose interplay shapes parties institutionalization patterns crucial for
their evolution before and after entering national parliament second this
approach is substantiated empirically by advanced statistical methods
assessing the role of party origin for new party persistence and
sustainability these analyses are combined with a wide range of in depth case
studies capturing how intra organizational dynamics shape party success and
failure by accounting for new parties longer term performance the study sheds
light on the conditions under which the spectacular rise of new parties in
advanced democracies is likely to substantively change old party systems
comparative politics is a series for students teachers and researchers of
political science that deals with contemporary government and politics global
in scope books in the series are characterised by a stress on comparative
analysis and strong methodological rigour the series is published in
association with the european consortium for political research for more
information visit ecprnet eu
The Nature of the Italian Party System 1995-01-01 this text provides an
overview of political parties in france the social and ideological profiles
of all the major parties are analysed highlighting their principal functions
and dynamics within the system this examination is complemented by analyses
of bloc and system features
Building Democratic Institutions 2013-09 focusing on three major realignments
of the past those of the 1850s the 1890s and the 1930s sundquist traces the
processes by which basic transformations of the country s two party system
occur from the historical case studies he fashions a theory as to the why and
how of party realignment
New Parties in Old Party Systems 2003-11-08 after the gradual slowing down of
the third wave of democratization electoral authoritarianism is rapidly
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emerging as a dominant form of contemporary autocracy political parties play
a key role within the political and institutional structures of electoral
autocracies pro regime parties provide the dictatorial executive with
electoral and legislative tools of sustaining power at the same time
permitted opposition parties while normally incapable of challenging the
regime are important for regime sustainability because they perform such
vital functions as co opting actual or potential opposition groups
facilitating power sharing and mobilizing electoral participation the
interactions among the dominant parties and the permitted opposition parties
if displaying sustainable cross temporal patterns constitute authoritarian
party systems authoritarian party systems provides a theoretical discussion
of electoral authoritarianism with special reference to authoritarian party
systems a methodological overview of party system research with special
reference to the problems caused by the authoritarian nature of the observed
party systems a comprehensive cross regional and historical overview of
authoritarian party systems a quantitative analysis of their structural
characteristics including fragmentation party system format volatility and
nationalization and in depth discussions of the political regime determinants
of authoritarian party systems and of the interplay between party systems and
other components of the authoritarian institutional order quantitative
analysis has been performed on an original database comprising cases of party
structured authoritarian regimes between 1945 2019 this content of the book
is illustrated by case studies drawn from across the spectrum of contemporary
authoritarian regimes
The French Party System 1973 this timely book updates and takes stock of
lipset and rokkan s classic work party systems and voter alignments cross
national perspectives an influential work since its publication in 1967 it
examines the significance of the original volume for the history of political
sociology and assesses its theoretical and empirical relevance for the study
of contemporary elections voters and parties most importantly this volume
gives scope to new areas such as consociational democracies small island
states and newly democratising eastern and central european and third world
countries
Dynamics of the Party System 2022-01-18 this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has
a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant
marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Authoritarian Party Systems: Party Politics In Autocratic Regimes, 1945-2019
2001 this is a path breaking study by leading scholars of comparative
politics examining the internal transformations of dominant parties in both
authoritarian and democratic settings the principle question examined in this
book is what happens to dominant political parties when they lose or face the
very real prospect of losing using country specific case studies top rank
analysts in the field focus on the lessons that dominant parties might learn
from losing and the adaptations they consequently make in order to survive to
remain competitive or to ultimately re gain power providing historical based
comparative research on issues of theoretical importance political
transitions in dominant party systems will be invaluable reading for students
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and scholars of comparative politics international politics and political
parties
Party Systems and Voter Alignments Revisited 2019-02-21 since its first
appearance fifteen years ago why parties has become essential reading for
anyone wishing to understand the nature of american political parties in the
interim the party system has undergone some radical changes in this landmark
book now rewritten for the new millennium john h aldrich goes beyond the
clamor of arguments over whether american political parties are in resurgence
or decline and undertakes a wholesale reexamination of the foundations of the
american party system surveying critical episodes in the development of
american political parties from their formation in the 1790s to the civil war
aldrich shows how they serve to combat three fundamental problems of
democracy how to regulate the number of people seeking public office how to
mobilize voters and how to achieve and maintain the majorities needed to
accomplish goals once in office aldrich brings this innovative account up to
the present by looking at the profound changes in the character of political
parties since world war ii especially in light of ongoing contemporary
transformations including the rise of the republican party in the south and
what those changes accomplish such as the obama health care plan finally why
parties a second look offers a fuller consideration of party systems in
general especially the two party system in the united states and explains why
this system is necessary for effective democracy
Democracy and the Party System in the United States 2008-10-27 based on
contributions from leading scholars this study generates a wealth of new
empirical information about latin american party systems it also contributes
richly to major theoretical and comparative debates about the effects of
party systems on democratic politics and about why some party systems are
much more stable and predictable than others party systems in latin america
builds on challenges and updates mainwaring and timothy scully s seminal
building democratic institutions party systems in latin america 1995 which re
oriented the study of democratic party systems in the developing world it is
essential reading for scholars and students of comparative party systems
democracy and latin american politics it shows that a stable and predictable
party system facilitates important democratic processes and outcomes but that
building and maintaining such a party system has been the exception rather
than the norm in contemporary latin america
Political Transitions in Dominant Party Systems 2011-05 political parties
play a central if not the central political role in parliamentary democracies
they are also likely to play a key role in the establishment of new
parliamentary democracies this volume provides a systematic comparison of the
democratic transitions in both eastern and southern europe from this point of
view there are four main themes concerning the role of parties that are
examined coping with the past party identities and inheritances the formation
and performance of new democratic political elites parties and alliances and
their electoral behaviour these themes guide the case studies which are
written in comparative perspective in four countries in both southern and
eastern europe the countries covered include italy spain greece portugal
hungary romania poland and bulgaria democratization is a very complex process
but what the study of political parties does is to focus on an area that
links many of them this book is intended to be a guide to students wishing to
make sense of democratization and the role of political parties in that
process
Why Parties? 2018-02-08 political parties are one of the core institutions of
democracy but in democracies around the world rich and poor western and non
western there is growing evidence of low or declining public confidence in
parties in membership organization and popular involvement and commitment
political parties are not what they used to be but are they in decline or are
they simply changing their forms and functions in contrast to authors of most
previous works on political parties which tend to focus exclusively on long
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established western democracies the contributors to this volume cover many
regions of the world theoretically they consider the essential functions that
political parties perform in democracy and the different types of parties
historically they trace the emergence of parties in western democracies and
the transformation of party cleavage in recent decades empirically they
analyze the changing character of parties and party systems in postcommunist
europe latin america and five individual countries that have witnessed
significant change italy japan taiwan india and turkey as the authors show
political parties are now only one of many vehicles for the representation of
interests but they remain essential for recruiting leaders structuring
electoral choice and organizing government to the extent that parties are
weak and discredited the health of democracy will be seriously impaired
contributors larry diamond and richard gunther hans daalder philippe
schmitter seymour martin lipset giovanni sartori bradley richardson herbert
kitschelt michael coppedge ergun ozbudun yun han chu leonardo morlino
ashutosh varshney and e sridharan stefano bartolini and peter mair
Party Systems in Latin America 2002-11-01 an electoral system is the most
fundamental element of representative democracy translating citizen s votes
into representatives seats it is also the most potent practical instrument
available to democratic reformers this systematic and comprehensive study
describes and classifies the 70 electoral systems used by 27 democracies
including those of western europe australia canada the usa costa rica india
israel japan and new zealand for 384 national legislative and european
parliament elections between 1945 and 1990 using comparative and statistical
analyses of these systems arend lijphart demonstrates the effect of the
electoral formula used the number of representatives elected per district
electoral thresholds and of five other key features of electoral systems on
the proportionality of the election outcome the degree of multipartism and
the creation of majority parties in the process he reveals that electoral
systems are neither as diversenor as complex as is often assumed electoral
systems and party systems represents the most definitive treatment of the
subject since rae s classic study in 1967 based as it is on more accurate and
comprehensive data covering more countries and over a longer time span and
using stronger hypotheses and better analytical methods the unique
information and analysis it offers will make it essential reading for
everyone working in the field
Stabilising Fragile Democracies 2001-12-21 paul webb s advanced introduction
to party systems expertly draws upon major theories and concepts existing
literature and cutting edge empirical evidence to present an authoritative
contribution to the field of party systems webb rigorously explores the
different types of party systems that exist the role of socio political
cleavages and electoral systems in shaping them their evolution over time and
their significance for government and the wider functioning of democracy key
features discusses the ways in which social and institutional factors shape
party systems provides a rich conspectus of the different party systems which
exist across the democratic world today examines the connections between
party organisation and party systems using diverse real world examples
explores the impact of multi partyism and ideological polarisation on
governmental stability and the role these issues play in shaping government
performance and political legitimacy both stimulating and incisive the
advanced introduction to party systems will be an indispensable read for
academics and students in politics and public policy political geography and
geopolitics international relations and leadership studies it will also be a
fundamental resource for policy makers and practitioners wanting to better
understand party systems today
Political Parties and Democracy 1994 do party systems help or hinder
democracy in africa drawing lessons from different types of party systems in
six african countries this volume shows that party systems affect democracy
in africa in ways that are unexpectedly different from the relation between
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party systems and democracy observed elsewhere
Electoral Systems and Party Systems 2024-02-28 comparative european party
systems second edition provides a comprehensive analysis across 48 party
systems of party competition electoral systems and their effects and the
classification of party systems and governments from 1945 through late 2018
the book consists of three parts part i provides a comparative and
quantitative overview of party systems according to party families patterns
of party competition electoral systems and their effects and classification
of party systems and governments part ii consists of 38 detailed country
profiles of longstanding democracies and of the european union plus nine
profiles on regions such as in spain and the uk providing essential detail on
the electoral systems parties party patterns and systems dimensions of
political competition and governments part iii provides an analysis of 10
additional country profiles of oscillating regimes such as russia ukraine and
balkan and transcaucasus states comparative european party systems provides
an excellent overview of topical issues in comparative election and party
system research and presents a wealth of information and quantitative data it
is a crucial reference for scholars and students of european and comparative
politics elections electoral systems and parties and party systems
Advanced Introduction to Party Systems 1940 using german political parties as
a prism with which to view institutional change this collection transcends a
single country focus and places the german experience in a comparative and
historical framework evaluation the performance of the german parties and
party system in dealing with problems of integration and legitimation common
to all industrialized democracies it presents a sharp analysis of the effects
and incompleteness of german unification
The American Party System 2014-12-02 students of american government are
faced with an enduring dilemma why two parties why has this system remained
largely intact while around the world democracies support multiparty systems
should our two party system continue as we enter the new millennium this
newly revised and updated edition of two parties or more answers these
questions by
Party Systems and Democracy in Africa 1992 first published in 1998 this is
the second of two volumes which will be of great value to scholars and
students of politics in east and southeast asia a rich readable reference
tool they offer extensive surveys of the history structure culture legal
context and financing as well as the progress travails and prospects of
political parties and electoral systems in 13 countries the excellent
introduction and the detailed country case studies demonstrate the wide range
of political experiences in asia rather than affirm the thesis of a common
set of asian values hostile to democracy they show that in much of east and
southeast asia people want the political choice and accountability that come
from free and fair electoral competition with open effective political
parties
Elections and Party Systems in the Commonwealth Caribbean, 1944-1991
2018-12-12 this open access book focuses on the nexus between party system
stability and democratic consolidation using slovenia as a case study its
findings are presented from a comparative perspective to illustrate the
commonalities and differences found in research on central european post
socialist countries and former yugoslav countries on the one hand slovenia s
characteristics including the characteristics of its transition to democracy
are far more similar to those of central european post socialist countries
than western balkan countries on the other slovenia shares some similarities
with other parts of the former yugoslavia especially its experiences with the
political system of socialist self management elements of a market economy
under socialism and war following the end of socialism albeit the conflict in
slovenia was very short and rather mild in comparison to those in other parts
of socialist yugoslavia slovenia s experiences with rapid but limited
democratic backsliding under the janša government march 2019 june 2022 were
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halted by the 2022 national election in contrast to the more widely known
cases of hungary and poland where such backsliding took place incrementally
over a longer period of time that included several election cycles danica
fink hafner is professor at the university of ljubljana slovenia
Comparative European Party Systems 1999-10-01 this book examines the role
played by the parties themselves in two party systems it rejects the argument
that the behaviour of the parties is determined largely by social forces or
by the supposed logic of the electoral market instead it shows that both
structure and agency can matter it focuses on three major aspects of change
in two party systems i why occasionally major parties such as the british
liberals collapse ii why collapsed parties sometimes survive as minor parties
and sometimes do not and iii what determines why and how major parties will
ally themselves with minor parties in order to maximize their chances of
winning with respect to the first aspect it is argued that major parties are
advantaged by two factors the resources they have accumulated already and
their occupying role similar to that called by thomas schelling a focal
arbiter consequently party collapse is rare when it has occurred in nation
states it is the result of a major party having to fight opposition on two
separate fronts the survival of a collapsed party depends largely on its
internal structure when a party has linked closely the ambitions of
politicians at different levels of office party elimination is more likely
the main arena in which agency is significant that is when leadership is
possible including the politician acting as heresthetician is in the re
building of coalitions this is necessary for maximizing the chances of a
party winning but for various reasons coalitions between major and minor
parties are usually difficult to construct comparative politics is a series
for scholars and students of political science that deals with contemporary
issues in comparative government and politics the general editor is david m
farrell jean monnet chair in european politics and head of school of social
sciences university of manchester the series is published in association with
the european consortium for political research
Transformation of the German Political Party System 2019-05-20 in this book
carol mershon and olga shvetsova explore one of the central questions in
democratic politics how much autonomy do elected politicians have to shape
and reshape the party system on their own without the direct involvement of
voters in elections mershon and shvetsova s theory focuses on the choices of
party membership made by legislators while serving in office it identifies
the inducements and impediments to legislators changes of partisan
affiliation and integrates strategic and institutional approaches to the
study of parties and party systems with empirical analyses comparing nine
countries that differ in electoral laws territorial governance and executive
legislative relations mershon and shvetsova find that strategic incumbents
have the capacity to reconfigure the party system as established in elections
representatives are motivated to bring about change by opportunities arising
during the parliamentary term and are deterred from doing so by the elemental
democratic practice of elections
Two Parties--or More? 2018-08-16 party systems party organization for too
long scholars researching in these two areas have worked in isolation this
book bridges the divide by bringing together political scientists from both
traditions to examine the intersection of rules society and the organization
of parties within party systems blending theory and case studies parties and
party systems builds upon the work of r kenneth carty to examine how parties
weather the organizational challenge of appealing to a dispersed membership
while maintaining a degree of central direction this volume will provoke
theoretical reconsideration and inspire research at the organization system
nexus
Political Party Systems and Democratic Development in East and Southeast Asia
1910 institutionalization has become a paramount concept to compare party
systems in regions spanned by the third wave of democratization based on raw
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electoral data from 30 sub saharan african countries observed between 1966
and 2016 this text explores the causes and mechanisms of party system
institutionalization psi and its relationship with the processes of
mobilization and democratization posing key theoretical and empirical
questions in cross regional comparison it examines and reveals the defining
properties of psi how they should be measured and under what conditions it
varies in doing so it contributes with a new explanatory framework of party
system development that gives primacy to modes of transition political
institutions and party citizen linkages to further cross regional comparisons
among third wave party systems this text will be of key interest to scholars
and students of democratization elections and african politics and more
broadly to comparative politics
Democracy and the Party System in the United States 2024 americans have
debated the efficacy of our two party political system since the founding of
the nation generations of political scientists have asked is the two party
system an antiquated arrangement so entrenched in our political structure
that any third party is destined to be peripheral or is it an essential
component of the political and constitutional order articulated by our
founders this book forces readers to decide for themselves theodore j lowi
and joseph romance debate the promises and pitfalls of the two party system
and provide readers with the strongest available arguments for and against
the two party system of government lowi argues that the inability of the
existing parties to provide adequate representation for our diverse nation is
rapidly causing the obsolescence of the two party system romance counters
that the two party system is vital for unifying a divided country and
instructs americans about the compromises necessary to maintain a democratic
government with an introduction by esteemed political scientist gerald pomper
that outlines the history evolution and current status of this perennial
debate and a collection of primary documents that covers the entire history
of the controversy this book will be indispensable for classes on american
government political parties elections and political science
Party System Changes and Challenges to Democracy 2009-06-11
The Dynamics of Two-Party Politics 2013-10-07
Party System Change in Legislatures Worldwide 2015-11-15
Parties and Party Systems 1987
British Political Parties 2018-01-03
Party Systems in Young Democracies 1998
A Republic of Parties?
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